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1 Introduction
The first idea that gravity may affect the quantum uncertainty principle dates back to
Mead [1]. This idea was based on the fact that in the strong gravity regime, Heisenberg
uncertainty relation is no longer satisfactory. Since then, modified commutation relations
between position and conjugate momentum commonly known as Generalized Uncertainty
Principle (GUP) were introduced in the context of string theory and black hole physics
with the prediction of a minimum measurable length [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. A large amount of interest has recently been focused on
resolving the quantum corrections for Schwarzschild black hole thermodynamics, by GUP
[24]-[28]. Corrections to the thermodynamical properties of Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole
has been considered in [29], and black holes in anti-de Sitter space in [30, 31]. On the
other hand, black hole thermodynamics with GUP has been studied in [32]-[35] and the
entropy of a charged black hole in f(R) gravity is studied in [36]. In principle, one may
think of the GUP as a model independent concept ideally perfect for the study of black hole
thermodynamics [37, 38]. It has also been discussed that the GUP may give rise to black
hole remnants which may be considered as candidate for dark matter [41, 42, 43, 44, 45].
Recently, a modified GUP is proposed which is consistent with Doubly Special Relativity
(DSR) theory, [46, 47, 48, 49]. The fact that the leading order correction to the Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle should be linear (and not quadratic) in the Planck length was proposed
for the first time in [50], and then some implications for the thermodynamics of black holes
was briefly discussed in [51] where it has been shown that the first order correction to the
standard black hole entropy should be linear in the black hole mass.
Motivated by the common interest on the thermodynamics of black hole, in the present
paper, we aim to study in detail the Schwarzschild black hole thermodynamics and obtain
the correction terms for temperature, entropy, and heat capacity of the black hole, resulting
from the commutation relations in the context of modified GUP suggested by doubly special
relativity, or the DSR-GUP 1.
2 Generalized uncertainty principal
The Generalized uncertainty Principal (GUP) is a generalization of the well-known Heisen-
berg’s uncertainty principal at Planck scale. It inevitably affects the dynamics of high
energy systems like the early universe. In a one dimensional system, the simplest form of
the GUP can be written as [18]-[23]
δxδp ≥
h¯
2
(
1 + βℓ2P l(δp)
2
)
, (1)
where ℓP l ∼ 10
−35m is the Planck length and β is a constant of order unity. It is obvious
that the new second term in (1) is important only at Planck scale, i.e. at small length and
very high energy(1016TeV ). Recently, the authors in [52, 53] have discussed a GUP which
is in agreement with Doubly Special Relativity (DSR) theory [46]-[49]. By assuming that
1Throughout the paper we will consider h¯ = G = c = kB = 1, where G is the Gravitational constant, c
is the velocity oflight and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
2
space coordinates commute with space coordinates and momenta commute with momenta
as
[xi, xj] = 0, [pi, pj] = 0, (2)
the following algebra is obtained for phase space
[xi, pj] = i
{
δij − α0ℓP l
(
pδij +
pipj
p
)
+ α20ℓ
2
P l(p
2δi + 3pipj)
}
, (3)
δxδp ≥
1
2
(
1− 2α0ℓP l(δp) + 4α
2
0ℓ
2
P l(δp)
2
)
, (4)
where α0 is assumed to be of order unity. To distinguish between the linear and second
order terms in the Planck length, we rewrite the GUP of equation (4) in a more general
form [54]
δxδp ≥
1
2
(
1 + βℓP l(δp) + α
2ℓ2P l(δp)
2
)
. (5)
Here, β as the coefficient of ℓP l and α as the coefficient of ℓ
2
P l are constant. The coefficient
β indicates the effect of linear term in the Planck length, so setting β = 0 and β =
−2α0, α
2 = 4α20, gives back the ordinary GUP equation (1), and the DSR-GUP equation
(4), respectively. By using equation (5) one may write the momentum uncertainty as [54]
δp ≥
1
2δx
f
DSR−GUP
(δx), (6)
where
f
DSR−GUP
(δx) =
[
2(δx)2
α2ℓ2P l
(
1−
βℓP l
2δx
){
1±
√√√√1− α2ℓ2P l
(δx)2(1− βℓPl
2δx
)2
}]
. (7)
The requirement of reality for f
DSR−GUP
(δx) implies the existence of a minimum measurable
length
δx ≥ δxmin = (2α + β)
ℓP l
2
, (8)
and a maximum measurable momentum, using (6), as
δp ≤ δpmax =
MP l
α
. (9)
3
We see that δpmax is independent of β, and for the ordinary GUP and DSR-GUP, δxmin
is equal to ℓP l. In equation (7), we choose negative sign, because we want to recover
Bekenstein-Hawking temperature in the limit of large MBH in the following section. For
later use we write f
DSR−GUP
(δx) in series form in α and β [54]:
f
DSR−GUP
(δx) = 1 +
βℓP l
2δx
+
(α2 + β2)ℓ2P l
(2δx)2
+
(3α2β + β3)ℓ3P l
(2δx)3
+
(2α4 + β4 + 6α2β2)ℓ4P l
(2δx)4
+
(10α4β + 10α2β3 + β5)ℓ5P l
(2δx)5
+
∑
d=3
[
f2d(αβ)ℓ
2d
P l
(2δx)2d
+
f2d+1(αβ)ℓ
2d+1
P l
(2δx)2d+1
]
. (10)
3 Black hole thermodynamics
The entropy and the temperature of a stationary Schwarzschild black hole are given respec-
tively by [56]-[60]
SBH =
ABH
4ℓ2P l
, (11)
TBH =
M2P l
8πMBH
, (12)
where ABH and MBH are the area and mass of the black hole, respectively.
Let us now assume that the apparent horizon of black hole radiates or absorbs a single
photon with energy dE. We can identify this energy with the uncertainty in the momentum
of the photon. If we apply the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle to this situation, the
increasing or decreasing in temperature of the black hole is given by
dTBH = −
M2P l
8πM2BH
dM =
M2P l
8πM2BH
δp ≈
M2P l
8πM2BH
1
2δx
, (13)
By considering (6), the increasing or decreasing in temperature of the black hole in the
DSR-GUP framework then becomes
dT
DSR−GUP
≈
M2P l
8πM2BH
1
2δx
f
DSR−GUP
(δx)
≈ f
DSR−GUP
(δx)dTBH . (14)
We know that in the vicinity of black hole surface, the uncertainty in position of an emitted
photon is about twice the Schwarzschild radius. So, by using the definition of Schwarzschild
radius and temperature of the black hole we obtain
4
δx ≈ 2rs = 4MBH =
ℓP lMP l
2πTBH
, (15)
Note that, if we choose δxmin = 2(rs)min = 4Mmin and use (8), we see that the minimum
size and mass of the black hole are given by
(rs)min = (2α + β)
ℓP l
4
, Mmin = (2α+ β)
MP l
8
. (16)
By substituting δx from (15) in equation (14) and using expanded form of f
DSR−GUP
(δx)
and then integrating, we find
T
DSR−GUP
= TBH +
πβ
2MP l
T 2BH +
π2(α2 + β2)
3M2P l
T 3BH +
π3(3α2β + β3)
4M3P l
T 4BH
+
π4(2α4 + β4 + 6α2β2)
5M4P l
T 5BH +
π5(10α4β + 10α2β3 + β5)
6M5P l
T 6BH
+
∑
d=3
[
π2df2d(αβ)
(2d+ 1)M2dP l
T
(2d+1)
BH +
π(2d+1)f2d+1(αβ)
(2d+ 2)M
(2d+1)
P l
T
(2d+2)
BH
]
+ Const. (17)
where the integration constant may be a function of α and β. By using equation (12), we
can write T
DSR−GUP
as a function of black hole mass as
T
DSR−GUP
=
1
8π
M2P l
MBH
+
β
2× 82π
M3P l
M2BH
+
(α2 + β2)
3× 83π
M4P l
M3BH
+
(3α2β + β3)
4× 84π
M5P l
M4BH
+
(2α4 + β4 + 6α2β2)
5× 85π
M6P l
M5BH
+
(10α4β + 10α2β3 + β5)
6× 86π
M7P l
M6BH
+
∑
d=3

 f2d(αβ)
(2d+ 1)8(2d+1)π
M
(2d+2)
P l
M
(2d+1)
BH
+
f2d+1(αβ)
(2d+ 2)8(2d+2)π
M
(2d+3)
P l
M
(2d+2)
BH

+ Const. (18)
Here, we set Const = 0 so as to make the result be in agreement with the ordinary one
(12), for large mass. The temperature as a function of mass of black hole is shown in figure
1.left. In the GUP framework, the temperature is greater than ordinary one but in the
context of DSR-GUP, it is lesser due to β < 0. This is a consequence of the linear term
in Planck length in the modified uncertainty relation which causes more stability of black
hole, especially with little mass (see figure 2.rigth).
Now, we calculate the entropy in the context of DSR-GUP. As we mentioned above,
emission or absorbtion of a photon changes the area of black hole as well as its entropy. By
using equation (11) and TdS = dE, we have
dA =
4
T
dE. (19)
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Figure 1: Left and right figures show the dependence of temperature and the entropy of
a black hole on mass, respectively. Mass and temperature are expressed in units of the
Planck mass and Planck energy, respectively. The dashed, red-thin and blue-thick curves
are drawn in the ordinary, GUP and DSR-GUP frameworks, respectively.
If we apply Heisenberg uncertainty relation, we obtain
dABH =
4
T
1
2δx
. (20)
In the DSR-GUP framework, this becomes as follows
dA
DSR−GUP
=
4
T
1
2δx
f
DSR−GUP
(δx)
= dABHfDSR−GUP (δx). (21)
Now, using δx ≈ 2rs = 2(
ABH
4π
)
1
2 and inserting it in equation (21) and integrating, results
in
A
DSR−GUP
= ABH + (π)
1
2βℓP l(ABH)
1
2 + π
(α2 + β2)ℓ2P l
4
lnABH − (π)
3
2
(3α2β + β3)ℓ3P l
4
(ABH)
−
1
2
− π2
(2α4 + β4 + 6α2β2)ℓ4P l
16
(ABH)
−1 − (π)
5
2
(10α4β + 10α2β3 + β5)ℓ5P l
48
(ABH)
−
3
2
−
∑
d=3

πdf2d(αβ)ℓ2dP l
(d− 1)22d
(ABH)
−d+1 + 2
π
2d+1
2 f2d+1(αβ)ℓ
2d+1
P l
(2d− 1)22d+1
(ABH)
−
2d−1
2

+ Const,(22)
where the integration constant may be a function of α and β. Using Bekenstein-Hawking
relation for the entropy, namely Eq.(11), we can calculate the DSR-GUP entropy as a
function of the mass of black hole
S
DSR−GUP
=
4πM2BH
M2P l
+ πβ
MBH
MP l
+
π
8
(α2 + β2)ln
MBH
MP l
−
π
64
(3α2β + β3)
MP l
MBH
−
π
1024
(2α4 + β4 + 6α2β2)
M2P l
M2BH
−
π
12288
(10α4β + 10α2β3 + β5)
M3P l
M3BH
−
∑
d=3
[
π
26d−2
f2d(αβ)
(d− 1)
(
MP l
MBH
)2d−2 +
π
26d
f2d+1(αβ)
(2d− 1)
(
MP l
M
)2d−1
]
+ Const. (23)
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Figure 2: Left and right figure are respectively the time dependence of the mass and the
radiation of a black hole withMBH = 10MP l. Time is in the unit of characteristic time, mass
is in the unit of Planck mass and radiation is in the unit of Planck energy per characteristic
time. The dashed, red-thin and blue-thick curves are drawn in the ordinary, GUP and
DSR-GUP frameworks, respectively.
Here, we set the constant of integration so that when the mass of black hole goes to its
minimum Mmin, the entropy reaches to zero. We see a new correction term ∼ MBH ,
added to the entropy, which is a consequence of the linear term in Planck length in the
modified uncertainty principal. As is seen in Fig.1 (right), both of the (blue-thick) curve
corresponding to the DSR-GUP and the (red-thin) curve corresponding to the GUP deviate
drastically from the (dashed) curve corresponding to the ordinary framework, for smaller
masses. However, the GUP curve approaches the ordinary curve for larger masses, whereas
the DSR-GUP curve deviates drastically from the ordinary curve at larger masses. Also,
in Fig.1 (left), both of the (blue-thick) curve corresponding to the DSR-GUP and the (red-
thin) curve corresponding to the GUP approach the ordinary curve, for larger masses, but
deviate from it for smaller masses.
Now, we may calculate the time dependence of mass of the black hole. To do this, we
assume that the energy loss is dominated by photon and then use the Stefan-Boltzmann
law. For the ordinary case this leads to
d
dt
(
MBH
MP l
) = −
1
60 × 162πTP l
(
MP l
MBH
)2, TP l =
h¯
MP l
(24)
MBH
MP l
=
[(
Mi
MP l
)3
−
3t
tch
] 1
3
, tch = 60× 16
2πTP l (25)
d
dt
(
MBH
MP l
) = −
1
tch
[(
Mi
MP l
)3
−
3t
tch
]
−
2
3
. (26)
where Mi is the initial mass of black hole and tch is the characteristic time which is about
4.8 × 104 times the Planck time. The black hole evaporates to zero mass within the time
duration t = tch
3
( Mi
MPl
)3 but the radiation rate is infinite at the end of the process.
In the GUP and DSR-GUP frameworks, by numerical investigation of Stefan-Boltzmann
law, we see that the black hole evaporates to MBH =
MPl
4
as a remnant (Figure 2.left). In
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Figure 3: Left figure is the heat capacity of a black hole versus mass and the right is the
time dependence of the heat capacity of a black hole with MBH = 10MP l. Time is in the
unit of characteristic time and mass is in the unit of Planck mass. The dashed, red-thin and
blue-thick curves are drawn in the ordinary, GUP and DSR-GUP frameworks, respectively.
this case, the energy radiation rate is finite at the end point (Figure 2.right). Also the
evaporation time is different from ordinary one. In the context of GUP, the black hole
reaches to the end point sooner than ordinary one with ignorable time difference, whereas
in the DSR-GUP framework the black hole evaporation time is longer than ordinary one
and the time difference is considerable.
According to the figures 1 and 2, the temperature and radiation of the black hole is
negligible for large-mass black holes. The black hole absorbs much more from the microwave
background radiation than it radiates itself as Hawking radiation. Therefore, one can
definitely say that the Hawking radiation plays no important role in the case of large-
sized black holes. The only type of black hole where one can hope to observe Hawking
radiation is the so-called mini black hole, which might have been existed in the primordial
stage of Universe. These primordial mini black holes radiate and leave remnants. These
remnants can not radiate further and have only gravitational interactions rendering them
as a candidate of dark matter.
Finally, we check the influence of GUP in the heat capacity of black hole. In the ordinary
case, using C = dE/dT , TdS = dE and equations (12), (25) we have
CBH = −
8πM2BH
M2P l
= −8π
[(
Mi
MP l
)3
−
3t
tch
] 2
3
. (27)
To derive the heat capacity in the context of the DSR-GUP, we use
CBHdT = dE =
1
2δx
, (28)
so that we can write
C
DSR−GUP
dT = dE = f
DSR−GUP
(δx)
1
2δx
. (29)
By comparing Eqs.(28), (29), and then using equations (15), (27) we have
8
C
DSR−GUP
= f
DSR−GUP
(MBH)CBH
= −8π
(
M2BH
M2P l
+
βMBH
8MP l
+
(α2 + β2)
(8)2
+
(3α2β + β3)MP l
(8)3MBH
+
(2α4 + β4 + 6α2β2)ℓ2P l
64(8MBH)2
+
(10α4β + 10α2β3 + β5)ℓ3P l
64(8MBH)3
+
∑
d=3
[
f2d(αβ)M
2d−2
P l
64(8MBH)2d−2
+
f2d+1(αβ)M
2d−1
P l
64(8MBH)2d−1
])
. (30)
Here, we see a correction term ∼MBH which is a consequence of the linear term in Planck
length in the DSR-GUP. Figure 3, shows the heat capacity of a black hole versus mass, and
also the time dependence of heat capacity of a black hole with mass MBH = 10MP l. As is
seen in Fig.3 (left), both of the (blue-thick) curve corresponding to the DSR-GUP and the
(red-thin) curve corresponding to the GUP deviate from the (dashed) curve corresponding
to the ordinary framework, for smaller masses. However, the GUP curve approaches the
ordinary curve for larger masses, whereas the DSR-GUP curve deviates drastically from
the ordinary curve at larger masses.
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4 Conclusion
We have studied the black hole thermodynamics and obtained the correction terms for tem-
perature, entropy, and heat capacity of black hole in the framework of modified generalized
uncertainty principle suggested by Doubly Special Relativity theory, namely (DSR-GUP).
It is shown that while in the GUP framework the temperature is greater than ordinary one,
in the DSR-GUP framework the temperature is less than the ordinary one, especially for
smaller black holes. This is a consequence of the linear term in Planck length appearing in
the modified uncertainty principle. We have also obtained a new correction term ∼ MBH
added to the entropy, in the DSR-GUP framework which is again a consequence of the linear
term in Planck length in the modified uncertainty principal. The study of time dependence
of the black hole’s mass shows that in the GUP and DSR-GUP frameworks the black hole
evaporates to MBH =
MPl
4
as a remnant. In the context of GUP, black hole reaches to
the end point sooner than ordinary one, but in the DSR-GUP framework the black hole
evaporation time is longer than ordinary one. Finally, we have studied the influence of
DSR-GUP on the heat capacity of black hole and found a correction term ∼MBH .
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